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Abstract
For a simple CCSlike language a trace semantics and a failure semantics are pre
sented The failure semantics is shown to be fully abstract with respect to the trace
semantics if and only if the set of internal actions is innite
Introduction
In this paper we focus on the full abstraction problem Already in the early
seventies this issue was raised by Milner  page  For a discussion of
its importance we refer the reader to the introduction of Stoughton	s mono

graph 
In the early eighties Brookes Hoare and Roscoe  introduced failures to
provide a semantics for CSP  These failures give rise to a fully abstract
semantics for CSP as was shown by Bergstra Klop and Olderog  Corol

lary  and Main  Section  It is well known that failures fail to
be fully abstract for a variety of concurrent languages based on asynchronous
communication see eg  However our observation that failures are not
always fully abstract for a synchronous CCS
like language  seems to be
new Whether the failure semantics is fully abstract depends on the cardinal

ity of the set of internal actions If this set is nite then the failure semantics
is not fully abstract Otherwise it is
For a simple CCS
like language we present a trace semantics Its de

nition is based on a labelled transition system following Plotkin	s structural
approach  As one can easily verify the trace semantics lacks composition
ality The search for a compositional semantics for the language leads us to
a failure semantics Also this semantics is dened by means of the labelled
transition system Because the failure semantics is shown to be compositional
and to make more distinctions than the trace semantics the failure seman

tics is called correct with respect to the trace semantics We call the failure
semantics complete if it does not make too many distinctions That is if the
statements s

and s

are distinguished by the failure semantics then we should
c
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be able to construct a larger statement from s

 denoted by C s

 such that
if we extend s

similarlythis extension is denoted by C s

then the two
extensions C s

 and C s

 are not identied by the trace semantics We prove
that the failure semantics is complete with respect to the trace semantics if
and only if the set of internal actions is innite In the completeness proof
it is essential that one can choose an internal action that is dierent from a
nite set of actions that play a signicant role The assumption that the set
of internal actions is innite allows us to nd such a fresh action cf eg
 Denition  Combining the above we can conclude that the failure
semantics is fully abstract ie correct and complete with respect to the trace
semantics if and only if we have innitely many internal actions
Similar full abstraction studies have been carried out by eg De Bakker
and De Vink  Chapter  Bergstra Klop and Olderog  Horita 
Main  and Rutten  This paper builds on their work
The rest of this paper is organized as follows In Section  we introduce
the language For this language a labelled transition system is given in Sec

tion  Based on this labelled transition system a trace semantics and a
failure semantics are developed in Section  and  In Section  the failure
semantics is shown to be correct with respect to the trace semantics The
completeness of the failure semantics is studied in Section  In this section
some new results are presented We generalize some results by De Bakker and
De Vink  Section  Our Theorem  strengthens  Lemma 
and Corollary  proves the conjecture of  page  Some conclusions
are drawn in the nal section In the appendix some proofs are presented for
those readers interested in the technical details
 Language
In this section we introduce the syntax of a very simple CCS
like language We
presuppose a set i  IAct of internal actions with a distinguished action  
We assume that these internal actions are observable The action  we use to
model synchronization This  will be visible in the semantics Furthermore
we presuppose a nonempty set c  SAct of synchronization actions The
synchronization actions are assumed not to be observable We also presuppose
a bijective function

  SAct  SAct with for all c  SAct 

c  c It yields for
every synchronization action c its synchronization partner c The set a Act
of actions is given by Act  IAct  SAct  Finally we presuppose a nonempty
set x  SVar of statement variables These statement variables add recursion
to the language
Denition  The set s  Stat of statements is dened by
s  nil j as j s s j s k s j x
Roughly the meaning of the statement constructions is as follows The state

ment nil cannot do anything but terminate The prexing as rst performs
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the action a and then behaves like s The nondeterministic choice s

 s

behaves either as s

or as s

 The parallel composition s

k s

represents s

and s

performing concurrently possibly synchronizing To each statement
variable a declaration see Denition  assigns a guarded statement A
statement variable behaves like the statement associated to it by the declara

tion We restrict ourselves to guarded recursion

 That is to each statement
variable the declaration assigns a guarded statement
Denition  The set g GStat of guarded statements is dened by
g  nil j as j g  g j g k g
The set d Decl of declarations is dened by
Decl  SVar  GStat 
We assume some xed declaration d as given and all considerations in any
argument refer to this declaration
The language we have introduced above is a minimal one Apart from
the statement variables all the constructions of the language are used in
the contexts constructed in the proof of Theorem  cf Denition  and
Lemma  The statement variables which allow us to specify recursion
are crucial for the results of Subsection  In  sequential composition
instead of prexing is used Also restriction and renaming are present in the
language studied in  We are condent that the main results of the present
paper also hold if we replace prexing by sequential composition and add
restriction and renaming
 Labelled transition system
The trace semantics and the failure semantics are both based on the labelled
transition system presented below It is shown that the system is nitely
branching We will exploit this fact in Section 
The congurations of the labelled transition system are statements and
the labels are actions The transition relation is presented in
Denition  The transition relation  is dened by the following axiom
and rules
	 as
a
 s

 s

a
 s


s

 s

a
 s


s

a
 s


s

 s

a
 s



Unguarded recursion gives rise to unbounded nondeterminacy It is well known that
unbounded nondeterminacy complicates the search for a fully abstract semantics see eg
 If we were to consider unguarded recursion then Theorem 	 would not hold any
more

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 s

a
 s


s

k s

a
 s


k s

s

a
 s


s

k s

a
 s

k s


 s

c
 s


s

c
 s


s

k s


 s


k s


 d x
a
 s
x
a
 s
Every conguration has only nitely many outgoing transitions as is shown in
Proposition  The labelled transition system is nitely branching
Proof See Appendix A 
 Trace semantics
From the labelled transition system given in the previous section we extract
the trace semantics It is shown that this semantics is not compositional
In the trace semantics we do not record the transitions labelled by syn

chronization actions which may be viewed as unsuccessful attempts at syn

chronization unless a statement can only make transitions labelled by syn

chronization actions In that case we say that the statement deadlocks We
consider successfully terminating computations
s

i

 s

i

   
i
n
 s
n


nonterminating computations
s

i

 s

i

    
and deadlocking computations
s

i

 s

i

   
i
n
 s
n
deadlocks
Note that all computations are maximal ie they cannot be extended These
three types of computations are modelled by nite sequences of internal ac

tions innite sequences of internal actions and nite sequences of internal
actions followed by a  respectively
Denition  The set T T of trace sets is dened by
T  P IAct

 IAct

 IAct

 fg
The trace semantics assigns to each statement a trace set as follows

In this paper we use the convention n N  f    g

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Denition  The trace semantics T  Stat  T is dened by
T s  f i

i

   i
n
j s  s

i

 s

i

   
i
n
 s
n
 g
f i

i

   j s  s

i

 s

i

    g
f i

i

   i
n
 j s  s

i

 s

i

   
i
n
 s
n
deadlocks g
where s
n
deadlocks if s
n
 and s
n
i
n
 s
n
for no i
n
and s
n

It is important to notice that like in eg  and in contrast to eg  in
the trace semantics synchronization  and deadlock  are observable and
unsuccessful attempts at synchronization synchronization actions are not
Note also that the trace semantics does not rule out unfair computations
This semantics is not compositional as is demonstrated in
Proposition  T is not compositional
Proof See Appendix A 
 Failure semantics
Also the failure semantics is dened in terms of the labelled transition system
of Section  In contrast to the trace semantics this semantics is composi

tional It is furthermore shown how the trace semantics can be derived from
the failure semantics
To construct a compositional semantics for the language we make more
distinctions than we did in the trace semantics We do this by also record

ing the transitions labelled by synchronization actions and by administrating
which synchronization actions a deadlocking statement refuses to dorather
than just signaling deadlock as we did in the trace semantics This leads to
considering successfully terminating computations
s

a

 s

a

   
a
n
 s
n

nonterminating computations
s

a

 s

a

    
and deadlocking computations
s

a

 s

a

   
a
n
 s
n
deadlocks and refuses to do the set X of
synchronization actions
We use nite sequences of actions innite sequences of actions and nite
sequences of actions followed by a refusal set X of synchronizations actions to
model these three types of computations
Denition  The set F  F of failure sets is dened by
F  P Act

 Act

 Act

 P SAct

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These failure sets are assigned to the statements as follows
Denition  The failure semantics F  Stat  F is dened by
F s  f a

a

  a
n
j s  s

a

 s

a

   
a
n
 s
n
 g
f a

a

   j s  s

a

 s

a

    g
f a

a

  a
n
X j s  s

a

 s

a

   
a
n
 s
n
deadlocks
and refuses X g
where s
n
refuses X if for all c  X s
n
c
 s
n
for no s
n

Note that in the above introduced failure semantics synchronization  is
observable like eg in  This should be contrasted with eg testing
semantics  where synchronization is usually not visible
Next we show that this failure semantics is compositional For that pur

pose we rst give characterizations of the prexing operator the nondeter

ministic choice and the parallel composition These characterizations will
also be exploited in the proof of Lemma  In the characterization of the
parallel composition we make use of schedulers These schedulers are closely
related to oracles which are used by eg Park  Section  to describe the
fair merge A scheduler  tells us whether the i
th transition of a parallel
composition s
L
k s
R
 is taken by the left statement s
L
in which case  i  L
 is taken by the right statement s
R
in which case  i  R
 or arises as the result of the statements s
L
and s
R
synchronizing by means
of the actions c and c in which case  i  c
The contribution of the left statement s
L
to the i
th transition labelled by a
of the parallel composition s
L
k s
R
is given by 
L
a i and the contribution of
the right statement s
R
is denoted by 
R
a i where

L
a i 









a if  i  L
 if  i  R
c if  i  c and a  
and

R
a i 









 if  i  L
a if  i  R
c if  i  c and a   
A similar characterization of the merge has been given by eg Meyer 
Section 
Lemma 

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i a

   a
n
 F as if and only if a

 a and a

   a
n
 F s
ii a

a

    F as if and only if a

 a and a

a

    F s
iii X  F as if and only if a  SAct and a  X
iv a

   a
n
X  F as if and only if a

 a and a

   a
n
X  F s
v a

   a
n
 F s

 s

 if and only if a

   a
n
 F s

 or
a

   a
n
 F s


vi a

a

    F s

 s

 if and only if a

a

    F s

 or a

a

    F s


vii X  F s

 s

 if and only if X  F s

 and X  F s


viii a

   a
n
X  F s

 s

 if and only if a

   a
n
X  F s

 or
a

   a
n
X  F s


ix a

   a
n
 F s

k s

 if and only if there exists a function
  f	     n 	g  fL Rg  SAct such that

L
a

 	    
L
a
n
 n 	  F s

 and

R
a

 	    
R
a
n
 n 	  F s


x a

a

    F s

k s

 if and only if there exists a function
  N  fL Rg  SAct such that 
L
a

 	
L
a

 
    is a prex of
an element in F s

 and 
R
a

 	
R
a

 
    is a prex of an element
in F s


xi a

   a
n
X  F s

k s

 if and only if there exists a function
  f	     n 	g  fL Rg  SAct and X
L
 X
R
 P SAct such that
 
L
a

 	    
L
a
n
 n 	X
L
 F s


 
R
a

 	    
R
a
n
 n 	X
R
 F s


 c  X
L
and c  X
R
for no c  SAct  and
 X  X
L
	X
R

Proof See Appendix A 
The third condition of the last case tells us that the refusal sets X
L
andX
R
rule
out synchronization The fourth condition states that a parallel composition
refuses those synchronization actions which both components refuse to do
From the above characterizations we can derive that the failure semantics
is compositional
Corollary  F is compositional
Proof See Appendix A 
We conclude this section by showing that the trace semantics can be derived
from the failure semantics For that purpose we introduce an abstraction
operator which assigns to each failure set the corresponding trace set
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Denition  The function abs  F  T is dened by
abs F   f i

   i
n
j i

   i
n
 F g
f i

i

   j i

i

    F g
f i

   i
n
 j i

   i
n
X  F g
This abstraction operator links the trace and failure semantics
Proposition  T  abs 
 F 
Proof Trivial 
This proposition will be exploited in the proofs of Theorem  and 
 Correctness
The failure semantics F is shown to be correct with respect to the trace
semantics T  ie for all statements s

and s

and for all contexts C 
if F s

  F s

 then T C s

  T C s


A context C  is a statement with holes These holes are represented by the
special symbol  By C s we denote the statement obtained by replacing
all the holes  in the context C  by the statement s The contexts are
introduced in
Denition  The set C  Cont of contexts is dened by
C    j nil j aC  j C   C  j C  k C  j x
From Corollary  and Proposition  we can conclude
Theorem  F is correct with respect to T 
Proof See Appendix A 
 Completeness
Is the failure semantics F also complete with respect to the trace semantics T 
This question boils down to checking whether for all statements s

and s


if F s

  F s

 then T C s

  T C s

 for some context C 
Below we will show that F is complete with respect to T if and only if the
set IAct of internal actions is innite First we demonstrate that if the set
IAct is innite then F is complete with respect to T  Second we prove that
this is not the case if IAct is a nite set
 IAct is innite
In this subsection we assume the set IAct of internal actions to be innite
Under this assumption we prove  as follows Let s

and s

be statements

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with F s

  F s

 Without loss of any generality we can assume that
there exists a w  Act

 Act

 Act

 P SAct such that w  F s


and w  F s

 As we will see below we can restrict our attention to
nite sequences of actions possibly followed by a nite refusal set that is
w  Act

 Act

 P
f
SAct Given such a w we can construct a context
 k test
i
w such that T s

k test
i
w  T s

k test
i
w The internal
action i in the statement test
i
w should be fresh ie neither the statement
s

nor the statement s

should be able to perform this action in its rst jwj
transitions where jwj denotes the length of the nite sequence w Because
the labelled transition system is nitely branching and the set IAct is innite
we can always nd such a fresh i as we will see below
In the rest of this subsection we ll in the details of the proof sketched
above The set act F sn consists of those actions the statement s can
perform in its rst n transitions
Proposition  For all s  Stat and n  N  fg the set
act F sn  f a
k
j s  s

a

 s

a

   
a
k
 s
k
and k  n g
is nite
Proof Induction on n exploiting Proposition  
Since the sets act F s

jwj and act F s

jwj are nite and the set
IAct is innite we can always nd an internal action i which is neither in
act F s

jwj nor in act F s

jwj We exploit this fact in the proof of
Theorem 
The fact that we only have to consider sequences in Act

Act

P
f
SAct
follows from
Proposition  Let s

 s

 Stat 
i For all w  Act

 if w  F s

 and w  F s

 then there exists a nite
prex of w which is not a prex of any element in F s


ii For all wX  Act

P SAct if wX  F s

 and wX  F s

 then there
exists a nite subset Y of X such that wY  F s

 and wY  F s


Proof See Appendix A 
The contexts we construct are of the form  k test
i
w The statement
test
i
w is designed in such a way that we can derive from T s k test
i
w
whether w  F s To detect this we construct the sequence result
i
w The
details are provided in Lemma  Recall that the synchronization actions
and the refusals sets of the failure semantics are not observable in the trace
semantics A synchronization action c performed by the statement s can be
made visible by the test performing its synchronization partner c because the
two can synchronize resulting in the observable action   However we have to
distinguish this synchronization of the statements s and test
i
w from synchro

nizations occurring within the statement s as we will see no synchronizations

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occur within the test This is done by pre
 and postxing the synchronization
action c by a fresh internal action i The synchronization of the statement s
and the test now results in i i whereas a synchronization within the state

ment s can never give rise to i i since i is fresh If the statement s refuses
fc

     c
n
g then its parallel composition with c

nil   c
n
nil signals dead

lock in the trace semantics In this way we can make also the refusal sets of
the failure semantics visible in the trace semantics
Denition  Let i  IAct  The function

test
i
 Act

 Act

 P
f
SAct  Stat
is dened by
test
i
  nil
test
i
X 



nil if X  
c

nil     c
n
nil if X  fc

     c
n
g
test
i
aw 



test
i
w if a  IAct
iaitest
i
w if a  SAct 
The function
result
i
 Act

 Act

 P
f
SAct  IAct

 IAct

 fg
is dened by
result
i
  
result
i
X  
result
i
aw 



a result
i
w if a  IAct
i i result
i
w if a  SAct 
Note that the above construction of the test only works for nite action se

quences possibly followed by a nite refusal set
The key property of test
i
and result
i
is stated in the next lemma This
lemma is crucial in the proof of Theorem 
Lemma  For all s  Stat  w  Act

Act

P
f
SAct and i  IAct  with
i  act F sjwj and i   
i w  F s if and only if result
i
w  T s k test
i
w and
ii w is a prex of an element in F s if and only if result
i
w is a prex
of an element in T s k test
i
w
Proof Induction on the length of w 

Note that test
i
is not really a function Since any ordering of the synchronization actions
c

     c
n
will serve our purposes we just choose one
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The assumption i  act F sjwj is essential in the above lemma For
example let s  inil and w  c Then we have that test
i
w  icinil and
result
i
w  i i Clearly i i is a prex of an element in T inil k icinil
but c is not a prex of any element in F inil Also the assumption i  
is necessary For example assume s  cnil and w  c Then we have
that test

w  cnil and result

w    Obviously we have that
  T cnil k cnil but c  F cnil
Combining the above results we can prove
Theorem  F is complete with respect to T 
Proof See Appendix A 
The above theorem generalizes  Lemma  The condition that the set
of statement variables is nite has been dropped
 IAct is nite
In this subsection we assume that the set of internal actions is nite Let
IAct  f i

     i
n
g Under this assumption we show that  does not
hold Let x  SVar  For the rest of this subsection we x a declaration d
satisfying
d x  x i

x     i
n
x
Furthermore we take
s

 x and s

 x cx
The transition graphs of these two statements are depicted below
x
BCA
i

i
n
GF

x  cx
i

i
n
c

x
BCA
i

i
n
GF

The only dierence between the two statements is that s

can start with a
transition labelled by c and s

cannot Hence the statements are not identied
by the failure semantics Note that since the statements x and x  cx are
both not deadlocking the failure sets associated to them do not contain refusal
sets As we will see below cf Lemma  refusal sets do not play a role in
the incompleteness result presented in this subsection
Proposition  F x  F x cx
Proof We have that c

 F x  cx but c

 F x 
This dierence between the statements in the failure semantics cannot be
brought about in the trace semantics by putting the statements in parallel
with cnil  Also a parallel composition with icinil  where i is some internal
action does not distinguish the two in the trace semantics As we will see the

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trace semantics identies the statements in every context disproving  To
show this we rst compare the failure semantics of s

and s

in every context
Lemma 	 For all C   Cont  if w  F C x  cx and w  F C x
then w  w

cw

or w  w

w

for some w

 Act

and w

 Act

such that
for all u  IAct

 w

u  F C x
Proof See Appendix A 
From the above lemma we can conclude
Theorem 
 For all C   Cont  T C x  T C x  cx
Proof See Appendix A 
Combining the above results we arrive at a proof of the conjecture of 
page 
Corollary  F is not complete with respect to T 
Proof Immediate consequence of Proposition  and Theorem  
Conclusion
From Theorem  and  and Corollary  we can conclude that the failure
semantics is correct and complete and hence fully abstract with respect to
the trace semantics if and only if the set of internal actions is innitethe
result announced in the abstract This is an example of a result which shows
that the choice of a nite or an innite set of actions does have theoretical
implications Note that we do not claim that this result tells us whether one
should choose for nitely or innitely many actions Both choices have their
merits and demerits see 
The problem of nding the fully abstract semantics for the language with
nitely many internal actions is still open We only know that it should make
more distinctions than the trace semantics but less than the failure semantics
and that it should identify statements like s

and s

given in Subsection 
By changing the trace semanticsfor example by observing also the un

matched synchronization actionsthe failure semantics is fully abstract with
respect to this modied trace semantics no matter whether the set of internal
actions is nite or innite see  Chapter 
Instead of specifying recursion by means of declarations cf Denition 
one can also introduce it by adding the construct xg where g is a guarded
statement see Denition  to the clause dening the set of statements in
Denition  In this modied setting we can also consider contexts of the
form xC  Although we are condent that the main results presented in
this paper still hold several of their proofs have to be changed considerably
For example to prove Corollary  we have to add to the set F of failure
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sets some additional structure eg a partial order or a metric to express
F xg as a xed point of F g
In  Mislove and Oles address the question of extending a fully abstract
semantics for a language without recursion to the language with recursion To
obtain their results they assume the strongly order fully abstractness hypothe

sis They cannot prove their results without this hypothesis nor do they have
a counterexample showing that the results do not hold without it We believe
that our study provides such a counterexample Assume IAct  f ig From
Corollary  we can conclude that the failure semantics is not fully abstract
with respect to the trace semantics However if we leave out recursion the
failure semantics is fully abstract This fact can be shown along the lines of
the proof of Theorem  Instead of contexts of the form  k test
i
w we
use  k test
i
m
w where m is the maximal length of a sequence in the failure
semantics of the two statements to be distinguished
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A Proofs
Proof of Proposition  By structural induction one can show that all guarded
statements have only nitely many outgoing transitions Subsequently one can
prove again by structural induction that all statements have nitely many outgoing
transitions 
Proof of Proposition  Towards a contraction assume that T is compositional
Then
  T cnil k cnil
 T cnil  k T cnil T is compositional
 T ccnil  k T cnil T cnil  fg  T ccnil 
 T ccnil k cnil T is compositional

Proof of Lemma  We only show the tenth case The other cases are simpler
or can be proved similarly
Assume a

a

    F s

k s

 From the rules dening the transition relation
we can deduce that there exist statements s
L
i
and s
R
i
 for i  N  such that s
L

 s


s
R

 s

 and for all i  N 
s
L
i
k s
R
i
a
i
 s
L
i
k s
R
i
satisfying one and only one of the following three conditions
i s
L
i
a
i
 s
L
i
and s
R
i
 s
R
i

ii s
R
i
a
i
 s
R
i
and s
L
i
 s
L
i

iii s
L
i
c
 s
L
i
 s
R
i
c
 s
R
i
 for some c  SAct  and a
i
  
Depending on which condition is satised we dene  i as follows
i  i  L
ii  i  R
iii  i  c
One can easily verify that 
L
a

 
L
a

     is a prex of an element in F s


and that 
R
a

 
R
a

     is a prex of an element in F s


Let   N  fLRg  SAct be such that 
L
a

 
L
a

     is a prex of an
element in F s

 and that 
R
a

 
R
a

     is a prex of an element in F s


Then there exist statements s
L
i
and s
R
i
 for i  N  such that s
L

 s

 s
R

 s

 and
for all i  N 
s
L
i
a
i
 s
L
i
and s
R
i
 s
R
i
if  i  L
s
L
i
 s
L
i
and s
R
i
a
i
 s
R
i
if  i  R
s
L
i
c
 s
L
i
 s
R
i
c
 s
R
i
 and a
i
  if  i  c

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From the rules dening the transition relation we can deduce that for all i  N 
s
L
i
k s
R
i
a
i
 s
L
i
k s
R
i

Consequently a

a

    F s

k s

 
Proof of Corollary  From Lemma 
 one can extract the denitions of the
semantic operators For example the semantic prexing operator a  F  F is
given by
aF  f aa

a

   a
n
j a

a

   a
n
 F g
f aa

a

   j a

a

    F g
f aa

a

   a
n
X j a

a

   a
n
X  F g
fX j a  SAct and a  X g
One can easily verify that F as  aF s 
Similar semantic operators have been given in 
 Denition 		  Section 
 Section  and 	 Denition 
Proof of Theorem  For all s

 s

 Stat and C 	  Cont 
F s

  F s


F C s

	  F C s

	 Corollary 
T C s

	  T C s

	 Proposition 

Proof of Proposition  By means of Knigs lemma and Proposition  one
can prove that for all w  Act

 if every nite prex of w is a prex of an element
in F s

 then w  F s

 From this we can conclude i
Let wX  Act

 P SAct Assume that wX  F s

 and wX  F s

 Take
Y  X 	 act F s

jwXj	 According to Proposition 	 Y is a nite subset of
X One can easily verify that wY  F s

 and wY  F s

 and hence we can
conclude ii 
Proof of Theorem  We have to prove 	 Let s

 s

 Stat such that
F s

  F s

 Without loss of generality we can assume that there exists a
w  Act

 Act

 Act

 P SAct such that w  F s

 and w  F s

 We
distinguish the following three cases
w  Act

Let i  IAct  with i  act F s

jwj	  act F s

jwj	 and i    We
can always nd such an i since the set IAct is assumed to be innite and
the set act F s

jwj	  act F s

jwj	 is nite according to Propo
sition 	 We take C 	  	 k test
i
w From Lemma i we can
conclude that result
i
w  T C s

	 but result
i
w  T C s

	
w  Act

According to Proposition i there exists a nite prex v of w which is
not a prex of any element in F s

 Let i  IAct such that
i  act F s

jvj	  act F s

jvj	 and i    In this case we take
C 	  	 k test
i
v From Lemma ii we can deduce that result
i
v

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is a prex of an element in T C s

	 but result
i
v is not a prex of any
element in T C s

	
w  vX According to Proposition ii there exists a nite subset Y of X
such that vY  F s

 and vY  F s

 Let i  IAct such that
i  act F s

jvY j	  act F s

jvY j	 and i    In this case we
take C 	  	 k test
i
vY  From Lemma i we can derive that
result
i
vY   T C s

	 but result
i
vY   T C s

	

The above proof is based on the proofs of 
 Lemma 		  Theorem 	 the
one presented in  and 	 Theorem 	

Proof of Lemma  We prove this lemma by structural induction on C 	 We
only consider the context C 	 k s

The other contexts can be handled similarly
We distinguish the following three cases
	 Towards a contradiction assume w  a

   a
n
 Since w  F C x
 cx	 k s by
Lemma 
ix there exists a function   f    ng  fLRg  SAct such that
w
L
 
L
a

     
L
a
n
 n  F C x
 cx	 and 
R
a

     
R
a
n
 n  F s
Because w  F C x	 k s again by Lemma 
ix w
L
 F C x	 By induction
w
L
 w
L

cw
L

or w
L
 w
L

w
L

for some w
L

 Act

and w
L

 Act

 and hence
w
L
 Act

 a contradiction
 Assume w  a

a

   Because w  F C x 
 cx	 k s by Lemma 
x there
exists a function   N  fLRg  SAct such that w
L
 
L
a

 
L
a

     is
a prex of v
L
 F C x 
 cx	 and w
R
 
R
a

 
R
a

     is a prex of an
element in F s Since w  F C x	 k s again by Lemma 
x v
L
 F C x	
By induction we have one of the following two cases
	 Let v
L
 v
L

cv
L

for some v
L

 Act

and v
L

 Act

with for all u  IAct


v
L

u  F C x	 Towards a contradiction assume that w
L
is a prex of v
L


Then w
L
is a prex of an element in F C x	 and by Lemma 
x we have
that w  F C x	 k s a contradiction Consequently w
L
 v
L

cv
L
for some
v
L
 Act

 Act

 Assume we have that v
L

 
L
a

     
L
a
j
 j   and
v
L
 
L
a
j
 j 
 
L
a
j
 j 
     We distinguish two cases
		 Assume  j  c Then a
j
   Hence w  v

v where v

 a

   a
j
and
v  a
j
a
j
  
	 Assume  j  L Then a
j
 c Hence w  v

cv where v

 a

   a
j
and
v  a
j
a
j
  
Let u  i

i

    IAct

 We dene


h 



 h if  
 h  j
L if h  j
Since


R
a

     

R
a
j
 j  

R
a
j
 j

R
a
j
 j 
    
 
R
a

     
R
a
j
 j  

Here we exploit the folklore result that only contexts with one hole need to be considered

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is a prex of w
R
which is a prex of an element in F s and


L
a

     

L
a
j
 j  

L
a
j
 j

L
a
j
 j 
    
 
L
a

     
L
a
j
 j  i

i

  
 v
L

u
is an element in F C x	 by Lemma 
x
a

   a
j
i

i

    v

u  F C x	 k s
 Let v
L
 v
L

v
L

for some v
L

 Act

and v
L

 Act

such that for all u  IAct


v
L

u  F C x	 Similar to case 	

 Assume w  a

   a
n
X Similar to case 	

Note that the scheduler 

in the above proof is unfair
Proof of Theorem  Let C 	  Cont  Clearly F x  F x 
 cx Be
cause all semantic operators are monotone F C x	  F C x 
 cx	 Since abs
is monotone T C x	  T C x 
 cx	 by Proposition  To conclude that
T C x	  T C x 
 cx	 it suces to show that if w  F C x 
 cx	 and
w  F C x	 then w  IAct

 IAct

 IAct

 P SAct According to Lemma 
we only have to consider the following two cases
i Assume w  w

cw

for some w

 Act

and w

 Act

 Obviously we have
that w  IAct

 IAct

 IAct

 P SAct
ii Assume w  w

w

for some w

 Act

and w

 Act

 Towards a contradic
tion assume that w  IAct

 IAct

 IAct

 P SAct Then w

 IAct

and
w

 IAct

 According to Lemma  w

w

 F C x	 a contradiction


